Bold, beautiful Natural Stone Veneer—personalized for any place and every space.

Imagine creating the space of your dreams with Natural Stone Veneer accents that will enhance the look of your project and will add value to your home. Inside your home or out, the elegant, unique styles and allure of Natural Stone Veneer will transform your home into your own personal work of art. A mix of different stones and textures will create an even bolder look. The possibilities are virtually endless, so talk to the professionals at Southwest Stones Supply, Inc., about which stone is perfect for you—and your budget!
Natural Stone Veneer is available in full bed depth and thin options. THIN CUT VENEER is a natural stone that is sawn thin, making it lighter, so it can be adhered to a structural wall in the same way as synthetic stone. Less weight and increased coverage translate into reduced overall job costs.

Osage Mountain Split & Bed Face
Osage Mountain / Cinnamon Swirl Blend
Cinnamon Swirl Split Face

Coldwater Gray Tumbled

Our Coldwater veneer brings mellow shadow tones to your project. Its natural color range includes cool grays, blues, and subtle earth tones.

Browns and earth tones have been in vogue for several years. Now, the trend is shifting, and gray is the new color of choice...and it's all the rage! Coldwater is one of our brand new attractive lines of gray veneer.
Caps, Coping & Custom Stone

Cinnamon Swirl Sawn Bench

Colfax Cap with Snapped Edges

Salem Limestone Cap with Bullnose Accent

Sycamore Extended Bullnose Railing with Balustrades

Dover Shell Sawn Cap and Tiles
Coldwater Radius Bullnose Coping

Choctaw Cap with Snapped Edges

Coldwater Gray Natural Cleft with Full Bullnose

Coldwater Brown Natural Cleft with Full Bullnose

Dover Shell Sawn Cap with Snapped

Coldwater Sawn Coping with Full Bullnose

For more information visit www.southweststonesupply.com
What is the one material that has been consistent for thousands of years in buildings around the globe? The answer is stone. Enrich nearly any kind of job imaginable with stone veneer in homes of any size. Transform nearly any surface into a work of art that reflects your personality.

For more information visit www.southweststonesupply.com
When it comes to beauty, strength, and longevity, our new Ledgestone line of natural stone veneer is in a class of its own.